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Darius didn’t answer Suzi’s question, he only looked at Arron with a sneering
tone: “Fu, do you think that you are the only one in this world with great
powers and a strict layout?
You think our Shu family, I don’t have the ability to find out any clues?
Then let me tell you, since I came back to Nancheng, I, Darius, are indeed
decadent, and life is better than death, but when it comes to finding my wife
and inquiring about who framed me, my Shu family has also I haven’t slacked
off. The
Shu family is indeed not as powerful as the Fu family, but fortunately my
grandfather’s disciples are all over the country.
It’s not that difficult for my Shu family to
find out something ! The analysis has restored many aspects. I have to admit
that you, Arron, are really capable. You can find a makeup artist who is
somewhat similar to me and has such a high-level technique across the port,
and it turns out to be exactly the same as me!
But you I don’t know, there is a very small purple birthmark behind my ear,
only the size of a fingernail. But
this actor, no!
Arron, I knew that you framed me, but I

couldn’t argue with it. But, you But I didn’t expect it!”
Seeing Darius talking so much, Suzi was like listening to a book from heaven,
looking at Darius for a while, and Arron for a while.
Arron nodded calmly: “Yes, I neglected…”
“You Shaoqin…” Suzi didn’t know what to say.
Shu Ming raised his eyebrows, almost sneered wildly, almost madly wanting to
keep calm, he raised his finger and pointed at Arron: “Arron! I want to see,
who wins and who loses in the Shu and Fu family! I can’t guarantee that I will
win. !
Because my Galia’s life and death are already unknown, the hope of life is
almost impossible! So being alive doesn’t mean much to me, or even to our
Shu family!
Therefore, I will do my best to destroy your Fu family!
Start from this moment!
You don’t want to live in peace!
Arron, take a guess. In the end, how much can I destroy your Fu family?
Would you like to see if the Shu family was made of mud? After saying
this, Darius didn’t wait for Suzi and Arron to say anything, he pulled up his
chair and strode away.
The two watched him walk out of the cafe, Suzihe looked up at Arron and said,
“Shaoqin, So… can it work? Fu

Shaoqin didn’t answer Suzi’s words, he still looked at the back of the glass that
was gradually disappearing and blurred, as if he was talking to Darius’s back,
and he seemed to be saying to himself: “Your Shu family, of course it’s not
made of mud.” , If your Shu family was made of mud, the person who created
this conspiracy would not choose your Shu family.
Although I was an illegitimate child of the Fu family since I was a child, you
liked to play behind my ass when you were young.
Every summer, you go swimming with me like a follower. You don’t have a
birthmark as big as a fingernail on your body. You are a pockmark the size of a
sesame seed. I know it! Seeing
her husband talking to himself, although his words were calm, Suzi could feel
the ruthlessness in her husband’s heart.
She rested her head on her husband’s shoulder and asked gently, “Shaoqin,
we are like this.” Do, can you find out who is behind the scenes? Fu
Shaoqin’s voice was very cold and determined: “This person doesn’t have the
real strength to fight against me yet, otherwise he wouldn’t think of such a
sinister move to provoke the Shu family to deal with me like this.”
Because this person knew that only when the Shu family dealt with me, Jingyu
in Jingyu would not be able to intervene and help any party.
This person is accurate, using the Shu family to weaken my sphere of influence
is much safer.
At the same time, it can wipe out the Shu family completely.
Killing two birds with one stone, so that Nancheng can be his.

Chapter 2495

Those
who want to eat in Nancheng are nothing more than those who have been
implicated in Nancheng, or around Nancheng, or to the south.
In the north, because Jingyu was in front of him, no one came in offended.
That being the case, the scope has narrowed a lot.
As long as that person really sees the Fu family and the Shu family fighting to
the death, that person will surface. “
Suzi nodded: “Yes, but Shaoqin, are you sure we won’t tell Ming Zhen?” How
much does Ming Zhen hate us? From now on, he wants to break through with
us, and then it will really hurt both sides.
She looked at her husband worriedly.
No matter which side was injured, it was not what she wanted to see, let alone
the possibility of losing both sides? She
was worried about Darius. She was
even more worried about her husband.
Suzi’s His voice was a little choked up: “Shaoqin, you have suffered a lot in
your life, you have to fight for everything from childhood to adulthood, after
many trials and tribulations, it’s not easy now that we have a family, you have
three children, and you can live too. After a stable life, this struggle will
continue.
Who doesn’t know if it’s going to be dead or alive?
Shaoqin, I don’t want you to fight.

Even if we don’t want anything, we live in seclusion in the mountains, keep our
names anonymous, and live the most difficult life, I don’t want you to fight
with others.
Shaoqin, I just want you to live in peace in this life, even if you do nothing, I
will support you, and I will. I can afford you and our three children. “
Arron was very moved when he heard Suzi’s words.
In this world, there are too many women who want to have a one-night stand
with him, Arron, and they are all interested in his money and his appearance.
But Arron is sure that there is only one woman in this world who wants him to
follow him and support him in poverty all his life.
He is most fortunate in his life that he has found such a good wife.
The man raised his arms and put his wife in his arms, and smiled softly: “Silly
girl, what era do you think it is now?
The so-called era of fighting with force has long passed for hundreds of years.
Now it is a war without gunpowder smoke. It’s
all business battles.
My Fu Group is the champion in Nancheng. No one has shaken it for more
than ten years. How many people are jealous?
Darius’s so-called defeating me is nothing more than destroying me in the
business war. I wonder if the Fu Group once collapsed Now, if I, Arron, have
negative assets, then everything will be in vain.
Even if I am alive, there is no threat.

Don’t worry, your husband and I are now approaching forty years old, half-old
man. , except you care about your husband’s life, who cares?”
After Arron said this, Suzi laughed “poof”.
She smiled and said: “Then I don’t want you to be really poor. We still have
three children to support. It doesn’t matter how hard we endure, how can we
bear the children?”
Arron: “Don’t worry girl, your husband No one in the Fu Group can collapse,
let alone Darius, even if all four of their brothers deal with me together, they
can’t move me at all, but…”
“But what?” Suzi asked.
Arron’s expression suddenly became extremely cold: “The fight between the
Fu Shu family still has to be done, otherwise how will that force show up?”
Suzi nodded solemnly: “Yeah!”

